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Abstract 

In modern wireless communication technology, des igning low power, high 

frequency transceivers while exhibiting low noi se is still one of the challenging topics in 

RF systems. Compared to other technologies, CMOS YCO has a poorer performance at 

phase noise measurements. Therefore, improving phase noise becomes a very important 

issue in des igning a high quality YCO. 

This work describes and compares the avai lable models to rea lize low phase noise 

osc ill ators. On this basis, the possible criteria for reducing phase noise are discussed. 

In this thesis, we exp lore phase noise flu ctuations at the offset range of 10kHz to 

lOOK Hz for six 2.4 GHz LC-tuned YCOs, fabr icated in O.18~lm standard mixed-signal 

CMOS process. We compare the phase noise performance of all s ix circuits and draw 

conclusions about reducing phase noise. 

The measurement results show that the Q fac tor of the inductor has the most 

s ignificant effect on reducing phase noise fluctuations. The next important parameter is 

the capacitor. The resistors in the YCO do not affect phase noise fluctuations. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Recent years have seen signi ficant progress in wireless communication 

technologies. Better performance at lower cost and power consumption is the main 

motivation for Radio Frequency (RF) designer to deve lop new products. 

For microwave frequency (gigahertz) , CMOS is the dominant technology fo r 

semiconductor applications. Thi s is due to two main reasons. First, power consumption is 

lower compared to othe r technologies. Second, in recent years the increase in the uni ty 

current gain frequency IT of modern deep sub micrometer MOS dev ices makes CMOS 

more competiti ve compared to other tec hnologies . [1] However, noise in CMOS is a 

challenging issue in RF technology because it could affect the perfo rmance to a large 

extent. 
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1.1 CMOS Technology 

CMOS circuits were first introduced in 1963 by Frank Wan lass. The first CMOS 

integrated circuits were made by RCA (Radio Corporation of America) in 1968 by a 

group led by Albert Medwin.[2] In less than half a century, CMOS has already become a 

widely used techno logy in RF applications because of its low cost and low power 

consumption. 

CMOS technology has enabled the semiconductor industry to continually reduce 

device area for over 30 years. Figure 1.1 depicts the dramatic growth in capab ility of the 

microprocessor chip s ince the earl y 1970s. The regular exponenti al increase in transistors 

per chip was forecast in 1965 by Gordon Moore, whose prediction is known as "Moore's 

Law" . When more transistors could be developed on one chip , the cost per function drops. 

According to Moore's Law, the number of transi stors on a single chip is doubled every 

18 months and the cost is therefore reduced by 25 % every year. 

Ubiquitous in our daily li ves, CMOS technology has now reached every corner in 

the home. Figure 1.2 and Figure 1.3 show two example devices whose transceivers based 

on CMOS technology. Bluetooth techno logy is a short-range communication system 

whose objective is to remove the cables connecti ng two portable and/or fixed electronic 

devices. The key fea tures of Bluetooth technology are low power consumption and low 

cost. [3] Therefore, CMOS is a promising so lution fo r wireless devices. 

2 
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MOORE'S LAW 
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Fig 1.1: The steady progress ion of Moore's Law continues to double 

microprocessor capability with each generati on [4] 

Fig 1.2 : Wireless Internet Camera [5] 

Fig 1.3 : Bluetooth technology connects many electronic dev ices [6] 

3 
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1.2 VCO Applications 

Frequency generator is an essenti al part in most electrical systems, espec iall y in 

wire less te lecommunicati ons systems. eMOS yeO, a tuneable frequency oscill ator, is 

the major component in the frequency generator. yeO is widely used in cell phones, 

satellites, radars, and many other electronic systems. It is a key component in transceivers, 

phase- locked loop (PLL), frequency synthes izers, and other applicati ons. yeO has a 

huge impac t on the pe rformance, s ize, we ight and cost of these dev ices. The sIze 

reduction of the commercial yeO module s ll1ce 1980' s IS shown In Figure l A. 

Obviously, these changes eventuall y lower the cos t. 

E 
E 
III 
E 
:> 
'0 
> 
III 
:; 

1000 

-g 100 
:!; 

1.2.1 Transceiver 

I JOOmmJ 

1986 1990 1995 

Year 

Fig 1.4 : yeO module size reduction [7] 

2000 

Transceiver is a short term fo r transmitter-receiver; it is a dev ice that combines 

both a transmitter and a receiver. Figure 1.5 shows a transceiver block diagram used in 

4 
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Bluetooth technology. Signal is received by the antenna, passes through a switch and a 

filter to get the desired frequency, and enters the transceiver. T hrough the transceiver, the 

signal is passed to a base-band (B.B.) processor via the I/O. The main parlS of the 

receiver are the low-noise ampli fier (LNA), image-rejection mixer (IRMIX), band-pass 

filter (BPF), automatic gain control (AGC), and analog-to-digital converter (ADC). The 

main parts of the transmitter are Gaussian filter, digital-to-analog converter (DAC), 

power ampli fier (PA), YCO, and PLL. 

Fig 1.5: Transceiver block di agram [81 

Among the RF blocks in a transceiver, the CMOS LC-tuned YCO usuall y has 

poorer phase noise than other technologies such as SiGe HBT, thus making it difficult to 

meet commercial requirements. T herefore, improv ing phase noise in YCO is a very 

important issue in designing a we ll -performed YCO. Figure 1.6 shows an example of a 

wireless transceiver; the phase noises in both cases are shown in Figure 1.7 and Figure 

1.8. 

5 
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Duplexer 
Filter 

w- se 
Amplifier 

Amplifier 

McMaster University - Electrical Engineering 

8and-Pass 
Filter 

Receiver 

Frequency rLo": 
Synthesizer , ......... : 

Transmitter 

Fig 1.6 : A wireless transcei vel' [91 

In the receIver, the signal of interest has a large interference in the adj acent 

channel. W hen these two signals are convolved with the local oscill ator (LO) output, 

which has phase noise, the downconverted signals have a very large noise due to the 

interferer. In the transmitter, if the wanted signal is too weak compared to the nearb y 

transmitter which has a signi ficant phase noise, then the wanted signal can no longer be 

detected.[9] This example shows the importance of minimizing phase noise to improve 

the performance of a transceiver design. 

\!laMed UnwAnted 
Sign. I 61",,01 

Fig 1.7 : Phase noise in the rece iver [91 

6 
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Fig 1.8: Phase noi se in the transmitter [9] 

1.2.2 Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) 

PLL is a closed loop frequency control system the functionin g of which is based 

on the phase sensiti ve detection of phase difference between the input signal and the 

output signal of the controlled osc illator. From a historical point of view, the PLL is not a 

new invention. PLL has been in use since the early 1930s. 

In the 1940s, the first widespread use of phase-locked loop was in the 

synchronization of the horizontal and vertical sweep osc illators in te levision receivers to 

the transmitted sync pulses. Such circuits carried the names "Synchro-Lock" and 

"Synchro-Guide." Since then, the e lectronic phase-locked loop principle has been 

extended to other applications. For example , radio telemetry data from satellites usi ng 

narrow- band, phase- locked loop receivers to recover low-leve l signal s in the presence of 

nOise. 

The first PLL rcs appeared around 1965 and were purely analog devices. An 

analog multiplier (four-quadrant multiplier) was used as the phase detector, the loop filter 

was built from a passive or ac tive RC fi lte r, and the well-known vo ltage controlled 

7 
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oscillator (YCO) was used to generate the output signal of the PLL. This type of PLL is 

referred to as the "linear PLL" (LPLL) today. 

UP 

PFD/PD ==:r-I -C-h-a-rg-e-p-u-n-1-p-,------..L-_--'I--~ L ___ ~-..----+ 

Down 

Divider 

Fig 1.9: Basic analog phase-locked loop diagram 

Analog PLL (phase-locked loop) is a type of PLL used to synchroni ze analog 

signals. The diagram of the analog PLL is shown in Figure 1.9. The whole circuit consists 

of five main parts: 

• Phase Detector (PO) or Phase Frequency Detector (PFD) 

• Charge Pump 

• Loop Fi lter (LP) 

• Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO) 

• Divider 

The left -hand block is the phase detector of phase frequency detector, which 

compares the phases and frequencies of its two input waves and produces an output that 

is proportional to the difference. There are two outputs from the PFD: up and down, 

which inform the VCO to e ither increase or decrease the frequency and phase. The 

charge pump current charges and di scharges the loop filter to produce the VCO contro l 

voltage. The output of the phase detector is usuall y in the form of pulses that have to be 

low-pass filtered by the loop filter. This signal is then applied to the voltage-controlled 

8 
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oscill ator or yeO, the block on the right , which can generate a frequency that matches 

the reference signal. The output from the yeO is fed back to the divider, which helps to 

reduce the frequency from the yeo and makes the signal comparable to the reference 

signal. A low-pass fi lter smooths out abrupt changes in the control voltage; it can be 

demonstrated that some fi ltering is required for a stable system. 

The yeO is a crucial component in the PLL and it can produce the necessary 

frequency output of the PLL. 

1.2.3 Other veo Applications 

'I 

RF 
Detector 

IF VCO 
Ranging: 

100-400 MHz 

. Fl-cj)!- ~ / 
,----------+---~ RF VCO ~ / 

rv " 
6 PLL ifJi:l P~L ~ IF VCO 

Control ':i' 0 PLL 
- Control _ 

Fig 1.10: VCO application ill a digital wireless phone [ 10] 

Figure 1.10 shows a yeO app lication in a w ireless handset phone with dual bands 

(900 MHz cellular band and 1.8GHz pes band). In thi s app licat ion, 8 different yeO are 

lI sed to so lve the multi -band problem. 

9 
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1.3 Thesis Scope and Organization 

There are several reports in the literature that consider YCO phase nOlse 

performance [see, e.g., Refs ll , 12, 13] . In several of these reports, ripples appear in the 

magnitude of the phase noise at offset of 10kHz- 100kHz. This ripple is not predicted 

through simulation and the underlying cause is seldom di scussed in the literature. Figure 

1.1 I shows a typical phase noise curve with such ripple. 

o 
100 

-20 

-40 

N -60 
~ 
:J 

~ -80 
~ 

g-100 
~ 
'"' 3:- 120 

-140 

-160 

Orrset rrequency (Hz) 

1000 10000 1 00000 1000000 1 0000000 1 00000000 

Fig 1.11: A tvp ical phase lI oise lIleaSllrelllellt resllit 

The focus of this thesis is to inves tigate phase no ise ripple in the LC-tuned YCO. 

The contents of this thesis are as follows: 

In Chapter 2 , a brief introduction to no ise is presented. Four main sources of noise 

In semiconductor devices are discussed: thermal noise, shot no ise, fli cker noise, and 

generation-degeneration noise . 

10 
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Chapter 3 is concerned with the phase noise models of the LC-tuned YCO in 

previous works . The advantages and disadvantages of each model are summarized in this 

chapter. 

Chapter 4 summarizes the design parameter of a YCO to opt imize the phase noise 

perfo rmance. The phase noi se fluctuation problem is also di scussed here. 

We fabricated six different vari at ions of the same circuit to explore the underlyi ng 

cause of phase noise ripple. C hapter 5 provides the measurement results of the fabricated 

circuits . Both DC meas urements and phase noi se measurements are discLlssed in this 

chapter. 

Finally, chapter 6 describes the concl usions and future work. 

11 
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Chapter 2 

INTRODUCTION TO NOISE 

Initially noise is considered as electron ic signal that are created by audio devices , 

such as radios. Today not all noise is related to sound. The 'snow ' image seen on a 

degraded television is also a type of noise. In general, noise could be considered as any 

unwanted signal in micro-electronic circuits, whether it affects the performance or not. 

For example, an RF signal, at a specific frequency , is the desired signal for certain 

receivers that need thi s signal , but is considered as noi se by other receivers. 

The first thing that we need to know about noise is that it is imposs ible to be 

removed , but what we could do is to decrease the noise level and render it so that it is not 

considered as interference. There are some types of noise, like thermal noise and shot 

noise, that are inherent in micro-electronic systems. 

12 
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Noise is generated when electric current flows through resistive objects. An 

antenna picks up the desired signal and couples it into a transceiver system. In practice 

the received waveform is made up of the desired signal plus noise. Since the recei ved 

signal is weak, amplification is needed before it is processed. It wou ld not be beneficial if 

the noi se is amplified as much as the desired signal and thi s leads to the invention of Low 

Noise Amplifier (LNA). LNA not only amplifies des ired signal level but also suppresses 

noi se signal level. This rather 'clean' signal could increase the performance of the system 

without introducing any addi tional interference. Filters such as LPF and BPF in 

transcei vel'S are also designed to remove the noise and retain wanted signal s. 

The noise performance of a system could be measured by the noise factor (F) or 

noi se figure (NF). The noi se factor is defined as the ratio of 

total output noi se power 
F = ------"-----"-----

output noise clue to input source 
(2. 1 ) 

at a standard temperature of 290K. 

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is defined as the power ratio between the signal 

and the noise, which means: 

P I 
SNR=~ 

P'wi.\t! 

Therefore, noise factor could also be expressed as: 

F = ( total output noi se power) . ( total output signal power ) 

tota l output s ignal power output noi se due to input source 

--- ·SNRili 
SNR"/11 

= _S_N_R.....cil,,-, 

13 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 
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The nOIse fac tor represents the degradati on of the signal-to-noise ratio when 

s ignals pass through the system. In an ideal situation , the noi se factor is equal to unity 

since the output noise is entirely due to the input source . 

Noise figure (NF) is the noise fac tor ex pressed in decibe ls, and the re lati onship is 

defined as fo llows: 

NF = lOlog(F), F = IONFIlO (2.4) 

(2 .5) 

S ince nO Ise IS random, it is di fficult and meaningless to be presented in its 

absolute value. People usuall y use noise power to express noise, the roo t mean square 

(rms) value of no ise power is: 

VI/I/I =Jf\1 (2.6) 

Noise power spectral density (PSD) expresses nOI se power di stri buti on over a 

freq uency band, usua ll y in the bandw idth of I Hz. It indicates at whi ch bands the no ise is 

stron g and at which bands the noise is weak. 

No ise occurs when current flows in objects, the random motions of e lectrons 

make the vo ltage and current fluctuate. No ise can come fro m many diffe rent sources. 

Here we wi ll discuss four main sources of noi se in semiconductor devices: thermal noise, 

shot noise, flicker no ise and generation-recombination noise. There are also some other 

sources of noise, but the impact of those sources is ordinaril y negligible compared with 

the major components di scussed here . 

14 
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2.1 Noise 

2.1.1 Thermal noise 

Thermal noise was first measured by John B. Johnson in L928 and then explained 

by Harry Nyquist, so it is also called Johnson-Nyquist noise. It is generated when thermal 

energy causes free e lectrons to move randomly in a resistive material. This type of noise 

occurs even when there is no external power supply. Thermal noise ex ists in any passive 

resistor above absolute zero te mperature. 

As shown in Figure 2. 1, a res istor 's thermal noise can be modeled by a noiseless 

resistor in series with a vo ltage source. The open-c ircuit thermal noi se voltage mean 

square value across a res istor is V,~ = 4kTR8.f , and the power spectral density (PSD) is 

4kTR , where k is Boltzmann's constant which is equal to 1.38x 10-13 JIK , T is the 

abso lu te temperature, and 4f is the bandwidth (BW) in hertz over which the noi se is 

measured 8.f = fmax - f min . It is known that the power in thermal noise is proportional 

to V,~ . W hen the power has no frequency depende nce for a fixed bandwidth, thi s kind of 

noi se is said to have a uniform or flat power distribution and is called white noise . [14] 

[1 5] A 500 resistor has a thermal noise about In V I J1h . 

Fig 2.1: Res istor's therma l noise model 

15 
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Fig 2.2: MOSFET' s thermal no ise model 

In MOSFET, thermal nOIse IS generated It1 the channel and its nOise spectral 

density S could be expressed as : 

(2.7) 

where gdO is the drain conductance at zero drai n-to-source voltage and y is the bias-

dependent noise parameter. The thermal noise model of MOSFET is shown in Figure 2.2. 

At zero drain-to-source voltage, y is equal to unity and decreases to 2/3 as the dev ice 

enters the saturati on regime. Also 2/3 is fo r li ghtl y doped substrate, the value increases 

for higher substrate doping. [1 6] Kl aassen and Prins extended this equation to describe all 

MOSFET thermal noise research. The equation is [1 7]: 

S (f)= 4kT rl/!I l (V)dV 
1,[ , I L2 .b g 

os 
(2.8) 

where l os is the drain -to-source current, L is the electrical channel length, and g(V) IS 

the local channel conductance. 

2.1.2 Shot noise 

Shot noise is caused by the random emiss ion of electrons or photons, o r the 

random passage of carriers across potential barriers. [1 8] It IS generated w hen a DC 

16 
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current fl ows across a potential barrier. The current has the random fluctu ation about its 

average value, which results in a lot of independent current pulse. [14] [1 5] 

The root mean square (rms) shot no ise current is given by: 

12 = 2c. I M' 
,11/ 7 de ~ (2.9) 

and the PSD is gi ven by: 

(2. 10) 

where q is the electronic charge, I de is the average DC current and I::,j is the frequency 

band. For a fixed frequency bandwidth , the shot noise current does not have frequency 

dependence, i.e., it is white noi se. 

T here are two conditions for shot noise to occur: 

- there is a direct current flow in the c ircuit ; 

- there must be a potential barrier for the charge carrier. 

Shot noise could not be distingu ished from thermal noise since both processes happen 

simultaneously and resulted in white no ise. Therefore, the existence of shot noise is 

defined for the above two reasons. Thermal noi se coul d also happen when there is no 

direct current. And the linear res istors could not generate shot noi se since there are no 

potential barriers in them. In MOSFET, shot noise is generated by the DC gate leakage 

current. Because this current is small , shot noise is not a big contribution in MOSFET. 

2.1.3 Flicker noise 

The imperfect contact between conduct ing materi als causes the conducti vity to 

fluctuate in the presence of a DC current. This is ca lled fli cker noise and it occurs in any 

17 
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device where two conductors are joined together. This nOIse was first observed in 

vacuum tubes, and gets its name from the anomalous "flicker" that was seen in the plate 

current. Flicker noise is a quantitati vely more accurate way to describe the type of noise 

that occurs spec ificall y at low frequencies. 

T he rms flicker noise current is given by: 

k / 111/"',/ 
/ 

f ~ 
(II = -"--f-II - (2 . 11 ) 

where I is the DC current , n is an exponent that is usually close to I . k ( is the fli cker 

noise coefficient, and m is the flicker-noise exponent whose value is between 0 .5 and 2. 

S ince the power in flicker noise is proporti onal to the square of I ( which is inversely 

proportional to the frequency, usuall y flicker noise is also called IIf no ise. [1 4] 

Phase noise 

llf noise 

W hite noise 

lIf noise corner 

Frequency offset 

Fig 2.3 : Fl icker noise corner 

Here is an important thing to note, flicker noise is also called the low-frequency 

no ise. T hat's because the PSD of low frequency noise is extreme ly sma ll in linear RF 

circuits . In nonli near RF circuits, thi s noise can be converted to RF by the unwanted 

18 
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mIXIng processes of frequencies around the signal. But eventually, the resulting 

upconverted noi se can be el iminated by using feedback in the form of PLLs. That is why 

we usually do not discuss flicker noise in high frequency range . 

Flicker noise for MOSFET is much more than that in bipolar devices since flicker 

noise is sensiti ve to the surface phenomena. For the MOSFET devices, flicker noise is 

equal to: 

(2. 12) 

(2 .13) 

where gill is the device conductance, ellr is the gate capacitance per unit area, W is the 

channel width, L is the channel length and A is the area of the gate. [16] k r is est imated 

at about 10-28 e2 /1/1 2 for PMOS devices wh ile the value is about 5 x 10-27 e2 
/ /11

2 for 

NMOS devices. 

2.1.4 Generation-recombination noise (GR noise) 

GR noise is caused by the random generation and recombination of hole-e lectron 

pairs, the random generation of carriers from traps, or the random recombination of 

carriers w ith empty traps. [1 8] T he spectral density of res istance fluctuation is [19]: 

(Mf) 2 4rR2 
SR = N 2 l+a/r2 (2. 14) 

where r is a re laxation time, called a Lorentzian characteri stic , usuall y ll1 the range of 

10-6 
S to 10-3 s. The variance (Mf) 2 is given by 
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1 1 1 1 
====-+-+-
(i').N) 2 N X II X I' 

(2.15) 

where X II is the average number of occupied traps and X I' the average number of empty 

traps. 

In MOSFET, current spectral density is expressed as: 

S (f) = 4qjJIV r 
I L2 1+ air2 

(2.16) 

where q is the electronic charge, jJ is the e lectron mobility, L is the sample length, I is 

the current, and V is the channel potenti al. 

2.2 MOSFET Noise Model 

After the discuss ion of the fo ur major noi se sources in semiconductor devices, we 

could then move on to the analysis of noise in MOSFETs. In order to do this, Figure 2.4 

shows a cross section of a MOSFET that could help to get a better understanding. 

S ince MOSFETs have four terminals (gate, source, drain and body) , each terminal 

generates its own thermal noise from the parasitic gate ( Rc ), source ( Rs ), drain ( Ro ) and 

body ( R8) resistances . The value is: 

R: = ~4kTR\ (2. 17) 

Ff =tkT 
\j l ,~\ R 

.r 

(2. 18) 

where X indicates G, S, D and B terminal s. 

(2. 19) 
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Fig 2.4 : Cross Sect ion of a MOSFET[20] 
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Fig 2.S: MOSFET no ise sources in saturati o n reg io n [2 11 

In [2 1], noise sources are categorized in three main groups: 

1. Thermal noi se of resistances . 

2 1 

(2.20) 
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These resistances include gate resistance S""IM ' source resistance S;II/\ ' drain 

resistance S;II/'(/ ' source-body resistance S;II"" ' drain-body resistance S;II/'(/I) ' and 

drain-source-body resistance SIlL" . 

2. Drain noise S;II" . 

Drain noise is the combination of two noise sources: channel thermal nOlse 

and flicker noise . 

3. Induced gate noi se S;II~ . 

~dUC9d gate noisO!J 

Fig 2.6: Induced gate noise. [2 1] 

At high frequencies , the thermal effect generates voltage fluctuations at the 

gate channel (see Figure 2. 6). Voltage couples with oxide capacitance eg\ and 

generates induced gate noise. The value of this noise is: 

(2 .2 1) 

where gate noise coefficient 5 is equal to 4/3 for a long-channel dev ice in saturation. 

[22] 
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2.3 Summary 

A bas ic introduction to noise is given in thi s chapter. Four differe nt noise sources 

are di scussed fo llowed by MOSFET noise mode ls. These concepts could offer a better 

understanding of phase noise which will be studied in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 3 

PHASE NOISE 

Short term and long term stability plays a crucial role in designing an oscillator. 

Frequency and phase fluctu at ions caused by random noi se are class ified as short-term 

frequency stability while signal variation caused by temperature and time progression is 

classified as long term stability. The term phase noise is w idely used fo r describing short

term frequency stability. Phase noi se is a product of up-conversion of low-frequency 

noi se to higher (carrier) frequency, and increases the required channel spacing in RF 

applications, thereby limiting the number of channels in communication systems. [23] 

The ideal output of a sinusoidal oscillator could be expressed as: 

(3. 1 ) 

where A is the amplitude, (Va is the frequency and ¢ IS the fixed phase reference. In 

reality, the output is represented by 

(3.2) 
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where A(t) and ¢(t) include the amp litude and phase fluctuations of the signal 

respectively andf is a periodic function of2n . In general , phase noi se can affect both the 

amplitude and phase of the oscillator output. However, all practical oscillato rs have some 

amplitude limiting mechanisms which wi ll eventuall y attenuate the amplitude 

fluctuations. Thus , phase fluctuation dominates in the design of oscillators. 

Phase no ise can be measured as e ither single sideband (SSB) or double sideband 

(DSB). Phase noise is typically ex pressed in units of dBclHz at various offsets from the 

carri er freq uency. The relation between SSB spectral density and DSB spec tral density is: 

S SSB (f) = 2S DSB (f), for 0 ::; f < 00, otherwise zero (3 .3) 

Amplitude 

P C;uri FH 

P sidp.b;md 

Frequencv 
1 z 

Fig 3.1: Th e typical phase lIoise plot 

More prec ise ly, the DSB spectral density is defined for -00 < f < 00, whi le the 

SSB spectral density is on ly defined for the pos iti ve freq uencies. The SSB phase noise 

L(8,(j)) is defined as the ratio of noise power in a bandwidth of I Hz at freq uency 

deviation 8,(j) from the osci llation frequency w" and the signal power at the osc ill ation 
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frequency~, .[24] It is Ll sually expressed in units of decibel carrier per Hertz (dBc/Hz) 

and defined as: [25] 

(3.4 ) 

When using spectral analyzer, phase noise is defined by the fo llowing equation , 

wh ich wi ll be explained later section 3.5.1: 

L(I1(j)) = 10 ·log( P'ide/Ji/Jld ) -10 · log(resolutiol1 bandwidth) (3.5) 
P,()(a/ iJl (JIll haJld 

The phase nOi se performance of different oscillators IS usuall y compared by 

figure of merit (FoM), w hich is defined by [26]: 

f I 
FoM = 10Iog((-" )" ) 

I1f L(l1f)P 
(3 .6) 

where f ;, is the osc illator frequency, 41" is the offset frequency , L(l1f) is the phase noise 

at the offset frequency I1f , and P is the DC power consumption of the oscill ator. 

In this chapter, different phase noi se mode ls of YCO are discussed. 

3.1 Leeson's Semi-Empirical Model 

In 1966, D.B . Leeson proposed a semi-empirical model for phase nOise 

measurement. In thi s model, a physical osc illator has two mall1 sources of phase 

uncertainty: 

1. from additi ve white noise at frequencies around center frequency and also noise 

at other frequencies mixed into the pass band; 
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2. from parameter variations at video frequencies which affect the phase. The 

power spectral density from this source usuall y varies inversely with the frequency, that 

IS, lIf spectrum. 

To calculate the total power spectral, we need to discuss two regions 

I . OJ < OJo , where noise is from both noise sources; 
2Q 

2. ()) > OJo ,where noise is mainly fro m the first source. 
2Q 

OJo is half of the resonator bandwidth. 
2Q 

L{ ~ OJ} 

Fig 3.2: Leesoll 's semi-empirical phase li aise lIlodel 

Log(~OJ) 

Based on the above theories, the phase no ise, shown in Figure 3.2, consists of 

three regions. T he first region is 1I f 3 , which has a slope of 9dB/octave. T his noise is 

deri ved from the lIf variati ons and is very close to the carrier frequency. T hi s is also 

known as the close-in phase noise. The phase noise in thi s region is ex pressed as: 
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COO ? I 3 
L(t~co) = 10 log((-)-a(-)") 

2Q 6CO 
(3.7) 

where ex is a constant value which is determined by the level of lIf variations. 

The second region of the phase noise model is the 1/ f 2 region , which has a 

slope of 6dB/octave. It is defined fro m the point where lIf variations no longer dominates 

the noise and takes up to half of the resonator bandwidth. In this region , the spectrum is: 

(3.8) 

The phase noise is determined by the F number (an empirical fitting number, which is 

also called the device excess noise number), P,. the average power dissipated in the 

resisti ve part of the tank can be also expressed as A 2 I Re(! (where Req is the tank 

impedance), Q value and T the absolute temperature. 

The phase noise in the last region has a constant value, which is: 

L(6CO) = 2FkT 
P 

.1 

(3.9) 

In 2000, Rael proposed that the value of this noise fac tor F could be defined as 

[27]: 

(3 .10) 

where y is the channel noise coefficient of the FET, I is the bias current , and g ll/h;al IS 

the transconductance of the current-source FET. 
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3.2 Linear Time Invariant Estimation 

Based on Leeson's model , Craninckx proposed a linear time invariant model. [25] 

The model assumes that the ci rcuit is linear and only thermal noise is cons idered here, it 

neglects other noise sources, such as flicker noise. 

Figure 3.3 shows a basic feedback LC-tuned oscill ator where GM is the 

transconductance, R, is the series resistance of the inductor L, R, is the series resistance 

of the capacitor C. The improvement of this model is that it considers the res istor Rp 

which is the equivalent resistance of the output res istance and the parallel res istance 

across C and L . 

>---+-----_---..----0 VOUI 

Fig 3.3: All LC-flllled oscil/afor as a feedback circll if 

Total noise is the addition of every parasitic resistance noise: Rp, Rc and R, . To 

achieve that , f irst we need to calculate the noise Rp . 

Based on the Barkhausen criterion, the steady-state oscillation occurs on ly if: 

1. The loop gain is equal to 1. 

2. The loop phase delay is set to zero or an integer multiple of 2n. 
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For the LC-tuned osc ill ator, the loop transfer function is defined as: 

When the imag inary part of the loop trans fer functio n is equal to zero , 

1 
ill =--

o ~LC 

W hen the loop gain is equ al to 1, 

H (jmo) = I 
jmL 

G,11 L =G,I/ ·R" = I 
jm -

R" 

G =-1 
M R 

p 

(3 .11 ) 

(3. 12) 

(3. 13) 

Then the trans fe r func tio n from the current no ise source di~ to the output noise voltage 
I' 

V (Jill is: 

= (R //j'OJLII _ 1_ //( __ I_))2 
{I 'wC G 

j M 

j OJL )2 
=(---~-----

1 - j 'mL(G - _I ) - OJ2 LC 
,\/ R 

p 

(3. 14) 
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Then the noise density at frequenc ies very c lose to the center frequency is 

d V,)~IlR" (wo + 6 CU) = H I~ " (wo + 6 CU) . (Ii~,. 

= 2 ) /L( Wo ) 2 . 4kT .df 

~C 6 CU R" 

(3. 15) 

(3 .1 6) 

Similarl y, the no ise densities come from current noise sources R, and R, are defined as: 

J % J 
dV -, R (mo + 6CU) = kT · R, ' (-t · df 

0". , 6 W (3. 17) 

J CUo J 

d V -, R (w,o + 6 W) = kT· R . . (-)- . df 
0/1 . ( ( 6 0J (3. 18) 

W hen combining them together, the phase noise could be ex pressed as : 

(3. 19) 

where A is also an empirical fitting parameter and is equal to a· Fe ,Fe is the noise 
.\1 .\1 

factor of the amplifier, a is a fac tor, and V,llax is the voltage amplitude. Re(r is the 

effecti ve resistance which includes all three res istors, Ref( = R, + Rc + J • 

.. R (m C)-
" 0 

From Craninckx's model, the phase noise can be improved by increasing the 

oscillation voltage and decreasing the effecti ve res istance. 
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3.3 Nonlinear Time Invariant Estimation 

In 1998, Samori presented a nonlinear phase noi se theory based on differential 

LC-tuned oscillators. [ 28 ] The carrier signal is ~, (t ) with amplitude All ' it is 

superimposed by a harmonic tone VI (t) at w" - a and the amplitude of ~ (t) is much less 

than All ' This w ill create an amplitude modulati on (AM) and a phase modulation (PM). 

In Samori's model, the conductance of res istor R {I ' as shown in Figure 3.3, is 

(3.20) 

where g {lC and g {II are the parasitic conductance in parallel with the capacitor and 

inductor, while 8,c and g,l are those in seri es with the capacitor and inductor. 

Q of the tank is defined as Q = ahC 
. The impedance at the frequency IVa + 6(jJ 

g il 

could be written as: 

And the noise power at offset 6(jJ is: 

= 5,,; (jJa 
46(jJ2Cg {l Q 

_~~ wa_ 1_ 
4 g II C Q 6(jJ2 

where 5 ,,; is the overall current noise source and it can be expressed as: 
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(3 .23) 

The phase noise at a frequency offset 6(j) from the carrier is: 

kT (j) ( 1 )2 L(6 OJ)=1010g(-? __ u - (l+F)) 
Vn~ax C Q 6 OJ 

(3.24) 

with the F given by 

(J"S 
F = 2,. ,g 77 + - '-JI 

"', (/1 kT 
gUI 

F is still an empirical fitting parameter. 

3.4 Nonlinear Time Variant Estimation 

In [29], Hajimiri and Thomas H. Lee points out that there are some drawbacks in 

Leeson' s model: 

1). F, 6(j)j l/' are empirical fitting parameters, which are determined by the 

measurements. 

2). The freq uency where the noise flattens out is not always equal to (j)o . 

2Q 

Therefore, they proposed a time variant model based on the impulse sensiti vity 

function to predict phase noise. In this model , every osc illator is a system with n inputs 

and two outputs, Each input is associated with a noi se source , and the two outputs are 

instantaneous amplitude and excess phase of the osc ill ator, A(t) and ¢(t) respectively. 

No ise inputs to this system are in the form of current sources injecting into circuit nodes 

and voltage sources in series with circuit branches . 

The phase impulse response is expressed as: 
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r (OJ. r) 
h@(t, r) = 0 u(t -r) (3 .25) 

, q llmx 

where u (t) is the unit step function and qillax is the maximum charge displacement in the 

tank. T he quantity r is the ISF (impulse sensiti vity function). {SF is essentially a transfer 

function between an arbitrary noise source and the excess phase at the output of the 

oscillator. ISF, whose example is shown in Figure 3.4, is calculated from the output 

wavefo rm. It is not related to the oscillation frequency, and has a period of 2Jr : 

(3 .26) 

v out(t) 

Fig 3.4: Illustration a/the ISF {29} 

From the ISF, the excess phase could be expressed as: 

(3.27) 
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1 N . 7 olse 

Fig 3.5: I/I l1 slralion of noise cOlI\'erled 10 phase noise sidebands (29/ 

T he phase nOise spectrum of an osc illator In 1/ f 2 region of the phase nOise 

spectrum, which is due to the thermal noise, is: 

(3.28) 

T he phase noise in the 1/ f '" region of the phase noise spectrum, which is due to 

fli cker noise, is: 

2 ·2 (j), 

L(tJ.m) = 10Iog(+-I,-, -7~) 
q,~,,1X 8tJ.ar tJ. m 

(3.29) 

T he lI .f corner of the phase noise is not the same as the 1/ f corner of the 

dev ice noi se spectrum: 

(3.30) 
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where f de is the DC value of the ISF and f ill/I is the rms value of the ISF. 

3.5 Phase Noise Measurements 

3.5.1 Spectrum Analyzer 

Phase noise is usuall y measured by lIsing a spectrum anal yzer. For thi s thes is, 

Ag ilent E4440A PSA Series Spectrum Analyzer with a frequency range from 3Hz to 

26.5GHz is used. 

Three main parameters need to be carefully selected before doing the 

measurement: span, resolution bandwidth CRBW) and reference level. 

- Span is the maximum offset freq uency from centre frequency. 

- RBW determines the smallest frequency that can be reso lved, in other words, it 

determines the sensitivities of the spectral analyzer. 

- Reference level could introduce ex tra thermal noise to the tested circuit. T his 

parameter is important in calculating the phase noise. It must be taken into consideration 

when calculating the phase noise equat ion, which will be introduced in the next chapter. 

To improve the repeatability of the measurement, some methods could be used, 

for example, smoothing and averaging are two of them. [30] 

- Averaging measures mUltiple traces for the same point and then calcul ates the 

average value. For this test, more than twenty traces are used for the same measurement. 

- Smoothing averages adjacent trace points for a log plot measurement. 
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3.5.2 Frequency Discriminator Method 

The frequency disc riminator method converts the frequency fluctuations into 

phase fluctuations in the first stage, and then converts into voltage fluctu ations which 

could be measured by the baseband analyzer, as shown in Figure 3.6. [3 1] 

This method does not need a second reference source and is useful for meas uring 

a source that is difficult to phase lock. However, this method could not be used to 

measure the close- in phase noise because it requires a delay line that is too long to be 

practicall y feasible. [30] 

OUT ..... Splitter. 

-&1t' t ........ 
- 'V I')---t. ". . .... 

Delay Line ld 

Quadrature 
. Monitor 

Fig 3.6 : Basic frequency discriminator method. [31] 

3.5.3 PLL-based Technique 

8M ('1 B 
Baseband 
Analyzer 

PLL-based technique is another method which requires a second reference source. 

The phase of the osci ll ator under test (DUT) is compared w ith a reference osci ll ator or a 

yeo, which usually has a similar or better phase no ise performance. 

PLL-based technique is an accurate but complicated and ex pensive method . It 

requires an external reference source and the measurement sensiti vity is limited by the 

noise floor of the reference source. 
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3.6 Phase Noise Fluctuations 

In [ 32 ], Mossammaparast et al. observed phase nOI se fluctuations in the 

measurement of Low Noise Regenerati ve Dividers, as shown in Figure 3.7. They 

ex plained this phenomenon as a result of the electromagnetic effect associated with the 

cooling fans used in the Sapphire Loaded Cav ity Osc illator. 

. 1 I 

.J I III 1 . .J 
'1" 

.160 L-_~~_~~........J.I_~~.......L._~~"'!"....L_' _~"'....uuL-'---"----,""'----..""""'--....J' 
r,leaSlIrement Noise Floor , , I.1Ii tU 

10 100 1000 10000 100.000 \ (000,000 10.000000 

Offset Frequencv Hz 

Fig 3.7: I// ll stratioll of Phase li aise spllrs ill 1011 ' li aise regelleratil'e divider [32) 

Lance et al. [33] ex plain that the spurs appearing below 1000Hz come fro m the 60 

Hz power line frequency and its harmonics . The ir res ults are reproduced in Figure 3 .8 . 

Accordin g to thi s exp lanati on, phase no ise fluctuations do not contribute to the oscillator 

phase noise. Similarly, Nick et al [34] fo und the spurs at frequency offsets of 150Hz, 

250Hz, 350Hz, etc. whe n they were measurin g inter-injection-Iocked (IlL) osc illators. 

Leakage of the AC power line harmoni cs was aga in hypothesized to be the main cause of 

the phase no ise spurs. 
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Mendez et al r351 explained the spurs observed in the ir measurements at an offset 

of 10Mz as coming from the harmonic component of the di gital clock frequency. The 

substrate noise is generated by a di gita l c ircuit which is put below the yeO test chip. 

Fi gure 3.9 shows that when the digital c ircuit is not act ivated (turned off) , the spurs at 10 

MHz are largely improved. 
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Maxim [36] proposed that the spurs in the phase noi se measurements of LC-YCO 

could be improved by introducing partial metal cage inductor structure. This proposed 

inductor could rej ect the parasitic coupling digital noi se. 

-20 
,......., 

-40 N 
I 
---II 
OJ -60 
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-80 

10K 100K 1 M 10M 
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Fig 3.10: COlllparison of caged and non- caged indllclor VCOs ! 36 J 

These studies may then be class ified into two main scenarios as perta ins to phase 

noise fluctuations: 

1. cases where the fluctuations are caused by noi se sources outside of the chip: 

clock frequencies of the measurement instruments, power line interference, etc ; and 

2. cases where the fluc tuations are caused by the noi se inside the tes t chip : 

inductor st ructure, substrate noise, etc. 

To filter wanted external noise from the first source, appropriate care in setting up 

the source meas ure ment was taken. As the second source originates from the actu al 

circuit design and device parasitic of the technology used , amendin g the design itself is 

needed to address phase noise of internal noise. 
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3.7 Summary 

This chapter explained the definition o f phase nOise, followed by a brie f 

introducti on to different mode ls. 

Phase noise measurements are also di scussed in this chapter. Literatures are 

summari zed at the end which prov ides potential sources that could cause phase noise 

flu ctuations. 
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Chapter 4 

VCO 

A voltage-controlled osc illator or YCO is an osc illator which is designed to 

control the oscill ation frequency by changing the DC voltage input. T here are many 

diffe rent topo logies to realize an oscillator. 

Figure 4 .1 and Figure 4.4 illustrate two basic topologies . The first one is a three-

stage ring oscill ator, shown in Figure 4. 1. The osc illation frequency is determined by: 

f= I 
2· N·t 

" 
(4. 1 ) 

where N is the number of in verters in the ring osc ill ator and it must be an odd number, tel 

is the propagation delay time fo r each inverte r, which is equal to: 

tel = t PilL + t PL/-I (4.2) 
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"r;:l-----,------------l 
--"---

Fig 4.1: Basic topology of a three-stage rillg oscillator 

Consider thi s a single stage ring osc ill ato r whose equi valent circuit is shown 111 

Figure 4.2. Output of the circuit denoted as Ollt is connected to the VCC (i.e. , logic 1) 

when PMOS is ON and NMOS is OFF or con nected to GND (i .e., logic 0) when PMOS 

is OFF and NMOS is ON. 

Vee 

'- - I~ Out In 

I .---

1 
1 ~ -b 

Fig 4.2: Th e eqllivalellt circllit of ({ sillgle stage of rillg oscillator 

id 
Gate 

Drain 

+ 

In 

__ ~';~ ___ --.J 

Source 

Fig 4. 3: Th e eqllivalellt circllit of a NMOS 
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An equi valent c ircuit is illustrated in Figure 4.3 when input is set to logic 1, 

neglecting the parasitic capacitance of MOSFETs. MOSFET is replaced with a series 

connection of a res istor and a switch . The switch opens when VitI < Vcc / 2 and closes 

when V~I > Vcc / 2. The effective resistance R" is expressed as: 

Vce R = ------'=------

" I . W ) 
2" :" JI" :" C (Jx '" -t (Vee - '1,,,,, )-

" 

(4.3) 

The time delay o f the inverter could be ex pressed as: 

t pUI = R" '" C (4.4 ) 

Similarl y, to analyze the falling time for the in verter, the input state is changed to 

log ic O. Then NMOS is turned off while PMOS is turned on. The delay time is 

t PilL = R II '" C (4.5) 

_____ V-"'-cc"----____ :" C 
I . W ) 

- :,; II :" C :,, - " (V - V )-
2 r' " (JX L cc '''" 

I' 

(4.6) 

Therefore, the delay time is 

(4.7) 

= R :,' C+R :"C 
{J II 

(4.8) 

= (R" + R,, )C (4.9) 

The osc illation frequency of the ring osc illator IS determined by the e ffect ive 

res is tances of MOSFETs and the output capac itance C. 

In compari son w ith rin g osc illato rs, the LC-tuned YCOs Ll suall y have better phase 

nOise performance. This is due to the increase in phase noise in a ring YCO as the 

number of stages rises. 
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I I ~ 
;. 

R ~ -R ? 
> L C > 

~I 

J 
Fig 4.4: Parallel LC oscillalor lIlodel 

Figure 4.4 shows the model fo r a typical parallel LC osc ill ator, where R 

represents the tank loss and - R represents the effecti ve negati ve res istance which could 

compensate the losses in R in the tank. From Kirchhoff's vo ltage law, vo ltage across the 

inductor L is equal to the voltage across the capac itor C and the res istors R and -R. 

(4. 10) 

And by Kirchho ff's current law, 

(4. 11 ) 

T he impedance of the inductor L and the capac itor are ZL = jmL and Zc = j~' 

the equation could be written as: 

--+--+ + = 0 v V % ~ 
j mL _ 1_ R R 

(4. 12) 

'0£ .J 

where frequency could be expressed as: 

(4 .1 3) 

Therefore oscill ati on frequency in unit hertz is: 

f 1 
- 27r-/ LC 

(4 .1 4) 
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Negative resistance can be generated usmg a pair of NMOS and PMOS, as 

illustrated in the following figures . The equivalent circuit for generating negative 

res istance is shown in Figure 4 .5 (a) and (b) . From Figure 4.5 (b): 

( 4 .15) 

Since gill I = g 1ll2 ' ~ = -V2 ' which concludes that: 

(4. L 6) 

Therefore , the equi valent resistance of the cross-coupled pair is: 

VDC _ -2~ = 2 

J DC gllll ~ gill I 

2 
(4. 17) 

,------------1~! f---------, 

v, 

I 

~ 
(a) (b) 

Fig 4.5: (a) An NMOS cross-collpled pair, and (b) Th e eqlli va lent circllit afcross-collpled pair 

It is well -known that MOSFET usuall y have better phase noise performance than 

BJT devices due to high linearity. Figure 4.6 shows the basic topologies of three different 

LC-tuned YCOs. 
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(a) (b) 

T 

r--
, '. ... f .. _ 

I I 

L I~ - I 
1 

(c) 

Fig 4.6: Th ree basic LC- tllll ed VCO topologies (a) NMOS cross-co llpled, (b) PMOS cross-collpled, alld (c ) 

cOlllplelllell w ry cross-collpled 

The advantages of NMOS cross-coupled YCO shown in Figure 4.6 (a) are: 

• Requires smaller size to achieve equi valent gain as compared to PMOS cross-

coupled topology and therefore, has less parasitic capac itance. 

• Consumes less power as it requires fewer components as compared to 

complementary cross-coupled topology. 
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The advantages of PMOS cross-coupled YCO shown in Figure 4.6 (b) are: 

• The flicker noi se of PMOS is less than that of NMOS. [37] 

• Since the size of PMOS is larger than NMOS , when achieving the same gain , 

the supply voltage could also be increased. 

• Consumes less power as it requires less components as compared to 

complementary cross-coupled topology 

The las t topology uses both NMOS and PMOS to realize YCO. 

• Both NMOS and PMOS cross-coupled pairs could provide negative res istance 

The tuning range of an LC-tuned YCO is controlled by ~ since 
/ \) L(C" + CVAR ) 

varacto r is a voltage-controlled capac itor. C" is the capac itance of the fixed capacitor or 

in some cases, the paras itic capac itance, C1c'lR is the capacitance of the varactor. LC-tuned 

YCOs usuall y have higher phase noise than fixed-frequency osc illators because of the 

limitation of the resonator Q factor and the increased white noi se induced by the 

varactors. [38] 

4.1 LC-tuned VCO Phase Noise 

Complementary cross-coupled LC-tuned YCO is ll sed in thi s thes is to study phase 

nOIse performance. The negative resistances generated by cross-coupled NMOS and 

PMOS transistors pairs are denoted by -RpMOS and -RN~I\OS in Figure 4.7. Transistor M:; 

provides the bias current; Cv represent varac tors capacitors, and Cb represent fixed value 

capacitors. In the next few sections of thi s chapter, we w ill discuss several design 
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parameters that need to be taken into consideration to Improve the phase nOise 

performance of the Yeo. 

r-------------------------------------------------

VDD ? 

L 

r-------------------------------------------------I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

~ M3 j i 
-~I I~I i 

I '---' I I 
I I I~ ' 
I ' I 

: M51 : l _________________________________________________ ~ 

;-J 

Q-------J~ 
I 

VCUR I 

Fig 4.7: Schell/a tic view of the LC-t/ll/ed VCO 

4.1.1 Quality Factor 

- RpMOS 

It is already shown that the overall Q of the circuits could determine the phase 

noise level of the yeO to a large extent. To design a low phase noise yeO, the Q factor 

of the resonator, the inductor and the varactor must be as high as poss ible. 

The Q of a resonant circuit , can be ex pressed as 
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Q= f o 
/),f 

(4. 18) 

where f o is the resonant freq uency (center frequency). /),f is the bandwidth , which is the 

width of the range of frequencies where the e nergy is half of the peak value, see Figure 

4.8 . 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -'~~~'''-\ 

I /),{ 
2 -----------------; 

/ 
./ 

\ 
.-.._---. 

fa 

Fig 4.8: EI/ ergy verslIsfreqllency 

In a high Q circu it design, the tuning bandwidth is small. Therefore a low phase 

noise YCO design must have a small tuning range. In a series or paralle l RLC c ircuit , the 

Q factor is: 

(4.19) 

From the ex pression for the resonant frequency of a tuned circuit , 
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we can deri ve the fo ll ow ing formu la: 

(lj=) LIe 

Q = ({)L 
R 

(4.20) 

(4.21) 

The overall Q factor is inversely proportional to the effecti ve res istance Re(( 

whose value is determined by all paras itic res istances. In order to have low phase noise 

and power consumption, the effecti ve res istance must be kept low. That is, the overall Q 

must be as high as poss ible. [25] 

The overall Q fac tor can be expressed as: 

(4.22) 

where Qr is the overall Q fac tor, QL is the Q facto r of the inductor, Q\I is the varactor Q 

facto r, Q" is the fixed capac itor Q fac tor. [39] 

From equation 4.22, the overall Q of the resonator is the "parallel" combination 

of the indi vidual Q factors, and hence, the overall Q will be smaller than the smallest Q in 

the circuit. To maximize the overall Q of the resonator and improve the phase noise, the 

Q of the inductor must be as high as poss ible, that is, the series resistance of the inductor 

must be as low as poss ible to lower the phase noise and power consumption. 

4.1.2 Layout design 

From Lee and Hajam iri 's model, the shape of the output waveform could change 

the DC value of the ISF, thus impact ing the phase noise performance of the YCO. To 

optimize the phase noise, the circuit needs to be symmetrical and with the same 
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orientation. From MOSFETs to resistors, every cell in the YCO must be carefull y laid out 

to be as symmetric as possible. 

In some situations, it is difficult to have a fully symmetric inductor and capacitor 

layout. In these cases, two identical inductors or capacitors could be used separately in 

the tank. 

From Craninckx 's phase noise equation , one of the most important parameter to 

influence phase noise is the LC-tank' s effective resistance, that is, the paras itic resistance 

of the YCO. IC des igne rs must be careful with the layout so as to introduce as li ttle 

parasitic elements into the c ircuits as possible. For example , Figure 4.9 shows two layout 

designs of the vias which is used to connect two metal layers. Figure 4 .9(a) uses only I 

via and it is assumed that the resistance for I via is 10 and the maximum current flow is 

lAo Compared to (a), F igure 4.9(b) includes more vias and shows 4 vias connected in 

parallel between the two metal layers. So the tota l res is tance becomes 1.0/4=0.25.0, and 

the maximum current flow is increased to IA *4=4A. From this example we could see 

that the layout design is very important in determining the parasitic resistance. 
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(a) I via between two metal layers 

00 
o 

(b) 4 vias between two metal layers 

Fig 4.9 T\\ 'o /ayoll t desigl/S of vias 
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4.1.3 Varactor design 

There are three different kinds of varactors: inversion-mode MOS varactor (1-

MOS), accumulation-mode MOS varactor (A-MOS), and diode varactor. In [40], the 

phase noise of different LC-tuned YCOs using these three varactors are measured at 

1.8GHz carrier freque ncy. As shown in Figure 4. 10, there is no significant difference in 

performance at offset frequencies below about 100 kHz. However, at higher offset 

freq uencies, MOS varactors outperform diode varactors. Between I-MOS and A-MOS, 

the I-MOS YCO significantly performs better. 

However, the data of Figure 4.10 consider YCOs with the same power supply 

vo ltage, same center frequency and tuning range. S ince current consumption is different 

in each design , the total power is different. T he Diode consumes the most power, while 

A-MOS consumes the least power. As shown in Figure 4.1 1, a comparison [4 1] between 

two CMOS YCOs tuned by a diode varactor and aMOS varactor, respectively, shows 

that diode varactor YCO produces lower phase noise than MOS varactor YCO when 

power consumpt ions are the same, that is, the layout of varactors design makes both 

supply voltage and current consumption the same. 
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In YCO, amplitude- modulation (AM) nOIse could be converted to frequency-

modulati on (FM) noise by using varactors. [42][43] Thi s conversion is another source of 

phase noise. S ingle-s ideband-to-carrier rati o (SSCR) can be ex pressed by the sensiti vity 

coeffi cient 
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(4 .23) 

which represents the sensitivity of the oscillation frequency to variat ion of the osci llation 

amplitude A. The resulting phase noise is given by: 

(4.24) 

where S",\[ ((00) is the AM voltage spectral density on the oscillation enve lope. 

4.1.4 Flicker Noise Up-conversion 

In a yeO, close-in phase noi se is the phase nOI se at a small offset frequency 

caused by the upconversion of flicker noise. There are two mechani sms for the flicker 

noisc to be upconverted to the 1/ f ' phase noise. 

The first mechanism is frequency doubling that occurs when the flicker nOI se 

from the tail current source enters MOSFETs. Then noise frequency becomes twice the 

osci llation frequency 2(00 at the common node of the differential yeO through the effect 

of channel length modulation due to the switching of the MaS differential pair. The noi se 

at 2(00 wi ll mix with the fundamental frequency when entering the Le tank. This is the 

main cause of the phase noise sidebands at the oscillation frequency. [44 ]Phase noi se 

could be improved by suppress ing the 2nci harmonic at the tail node. [45 ] proposed a 

harmonic tuning yeO to improve phase noise performance. 

The second mechanism is due to the mi xing action of the yeo. Flicker noi se 

from the tail current source is upconverted to the oscillation frequency j~ . [46] suggests 
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that this upconvers ion could be reduced by minimizing Co' the DC value of the ISF. And 

since Co depends on the waveform, the choice of waveforms cou ld improve the close-in 

phase noise. This can be done by making the gill of NMOS and PMOS equal. 

4.2 Phase Noise Fluctuations 

In Section 1. 3 we discussed the phenomenon of phase noi se fluctuations along 

with possib le causes and remedies. In previous work done in our research group at 

McMaster Uni vers ity, phase noise fluctuations at an offset of - 100kHz were observed in 

an LC-tuned YCO design [11] , as shown in Figure 4.12. The objective of this thesis is to 

understand how such fluctuations may be reduced or eliminated. 
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!t -60 
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CO 
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,..-... 
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<J ::r - 100 

-120 

1 k 10k 

< Y. A Gate bias= O. 75 V 
Gate bias=O. 80V 

DOD Gate bias= 1 . 5 V 

100k 1 M 10M 
b. f (Hz) 

Fig 4.12: Mllllir 's phase lI oise lII eOSllrelllellt r eslllts /11/ 

To achieve this goal, six versIOns of the 2.4GHz YCOs were fab ricated. Each 

vers Ion makes one spec ific modification to the design or layout in order to iso late the 

underlying cause of the phase no ise fluctuations. Fabrication was done by the TSMC 

(Ta iwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Compan y) 6-metal layer, O. 18 ~lm standard 
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mixed-signal CMOS technology, w ith a 2 11m thick top-metal layer. T he die-photograph 

of the fabricated chip is shown in Figure 4 .1 3. The whole chip occupies an area of 

5.5 mm2
, while each circuit occupies an area of O.7mm2

. Circuit simulation was carried 

out by the simul ation tool Spectre-RF. 

eel 4 eel 5 eel 6 

~----~~~----~ --y --V 

\...~----~ ~----~./ '--~----~ ~----_./ '-~------- ~------_/ --y --y --V 

eel I eel 2 eel :; 

Fig 4. 13: Pholog raph ofl he six circllils 

C\' R 

M" 

Cv R 

Fig 4.14: Pholograph affabricated veo ecl 1 
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For our discuss ion, we will convenientl y name the diffe rent YCOs des igns as cct 

I to cct 6. Figure 4.1 4 shows a photograph of cct 1. T he PMOS dev ices (M 1 and M2) each 

have 140 fingers, giving a total width of 350l1m while the gate length is 0 .18I1m. The 

NMOS devices (M3 and M4) each have 70 fingers, with a total width of 17 5 ~Lm . The 

inductor L is 2.3nH with a quality facto r of 8. The capac itors Cb are 12pF while res istors 

R are SOkO . T ransistors M5 and M6 are tail current sources . M5 has 100 fingers and an 

as pect rati o of 250~LmJO . 1 8 ~Lll1. M6 is a long channel dev ice that has 500 fingers with an 

as pec t ratio of 125011m1 1I1m. Each of the RF outputs goes to the 500 load of the 

measurement equipment directly without a buffe r. T he cct 1 schematic of the 2.4GHz 

YCO is shown in Figure 4. 15. 
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Fig 4.15: Schematic of the cct 1 veo desigl/ 

As mentioned earlier, five different versions of the circuit were designed and 

fabricated. The differences between the five designs (s ummarized in Table 4. I) are: 

- Other than cct I , all other five circuits have two large DC filter capacitors of 

12pF between VDD and ground ; 

- Cct 3 and cct 5 have smaller bias res istors R, w ith a value of 30kO; 

- Cct 4 and cct 5 have MaS varactors with a higher Q factor ; 
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- Cct 5 has the inductor L enclosed in a deep n-well (DNW ); and 

- Cct 6 has a smaller blocking capacitor Cb. 

Large DC filter Bias Resistor Varactor with Deep n-well Smaller Blocking 

Capacitor R(kQ ) better Q factor inductor L Capacitor C il 

cet 1 50k 

cct 2 x SOk 

eet 3 x JOk 

ect 4 x 50k x 

eet 5 x 30k x x 

cet 6 x 50k x 

Table 4. 1: Comparisoll betweell the six presellted VCO desigll s 

The DC filter capacitors are used between the power suppl y and ground to filte r 

out the uneven DC supply signal. 

T he DNW structure used in cct 5 should effecti ve ly iso late substrate coupling. By 

forming an n+ high conducti ve layer above the substrate, the substrate res istance and 

effecti ve capac itance are largely reduced. [ 47 ] [ 48 ] Since the Q factor is inversely 

proporti onal to the res istance and the capacitance, the quality fac tor of the proposed 

inductor should be increased . 

In cct 4 , a better Q varactor is designed. Compared to the other varactor, this one 

has w ider metal interconnections between the multi fingers. 

Theses d iffe rent modi ficati ons account fo r possib le sources of phase nOise 

fl uctuati ons identi fied in the li te rature and described in the previous chapter. In Chapter 5 

we w ill analyze the measureme nts made on these circuits in an attempt to identi fy the 

dominant source of these fluctuations as we ll as the means to minimize such fluctuations. 
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Chapter 5 

MEASUREMENT RESULTS 

As stated earlier, our objective is to analyze phase noise flu ctuati ons in a 2 .4G Hz 

LC-tuned YCO. Our approac h was to ( I) rev iew the lite rature to understand the 

phenomenon of phase noise fluctuations, (2) identi fy poss ible sources of phase noise 

flu ctuations in our des ign, and (3) fabricate modified circuits to tes t each of the 

components that potenti all y contribute to these flu ctuations. In thi s chapter we describe 

our measurements and analyze the results. 

Secti on 5 .1 presents the measurement setup. We perfo rmed two sets of 

measurements: phase noise of the YCO as a function of frequency offset and DC 

measurements that characterize the perfo rmance of the YCO (including its osc illation 

behav iour) in res ponse to the supplied DC bi as vo ltage. Secti on 5.2 presents the DC 

measurement results and section 5.3 presents the phase noise measurement results. 
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5.1 Measurement Setup 

Figure 5.1 illustrates the experiment setup for the measurements. The chip is set 

under a microscope to allow visual alignment with the probes. The probes are then placed 

securel y onto respective contacts of the chip to connect the chip w ith the instruments. 

The HP-4145B semiconductor paramete r analyzer (SPA) is used to provide the bias 

vo ltage for measuring DC power. A McMaster custom-made dry battery box is used to 

provide the bias voltage for phase noise meas urements. The battery box provides constant 

voltage to minimize the no ise generated fro m the paramete r analyzer for more accurate 

measurements. An E4440A Series Spectrum Anal yzer, w ith operating range from 3Hz to 

26 .5 GHz, is used for displaying output frequency spectrum and phase noise 

measurement. 

In the context of this research thes is, s ix chips of eac h containing a different 

version of YCO ci rcuit are carefull y studied and examined (see Figure 4. 13). We need to 

e nsure that the same test is conducted three times or more for each experiment. There are 

two methods used to achieve this goal: 

1. The seri es of measurements was conducted once on all the s ix chips. 

2. Based on the results that we got from the first run, we selected for each circuit 

vers ion a chip that had typical performance and ran the same ex pe riments 

three times o n it. In between these three experiments , the probes are Ii fted and 

lowered down again to avoid e rrors from different probe locations. An 

average of the three ex periments is taken from the tes t data collected which 

will be used as the result for our discussion. 
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Three bias vo ltages are provided in this setup: VDD (DC Supply voltage), VAR 

(voltage to control the varactor), and VCUR (tail current source bias). Figure 4. 15 shows 

that two bias voltages are needed for the tail current transistors. However, again with 

reference to the figure, one of them is already connected to the VDD suppl y voltage, and 

therefore we on ly have one vari ab le, VCUR. 
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Fig 5. 1: Experilllental setup fo r phase noise llleasurelllent 
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5.2 DC Measurement Results 

For the DC measurements we change the values of three bias vo ltages: VDD, 

V AR and VCUR. W hen one bias voltage is changed, the other two are kept at the 

nominal value of 1.5V. The primary performance parameters thus measured are the drain 

efficiency and osci ll at ion freq uency. 

Drain effic ie ncy is defined as the ratio of output power to the DC suppl y power: 

(5 .1 ) 

The supply current could be read directl y from the semiconducto r parameter anal yzer 

(SPA). 

Figure 5.2 and Table 5. 1 show the measured drain efficiency as a function of the 

suppl y vo ltage VDD, with VAR and VCUR biased at 1.5V. The supply vo ltage is swept 

fro m 1.2V to 1.8V. Recall from Figure 4. 15 that VDD is also the gate bias fo r M). Below 

1.2V, M5 would not turn on, there is no output power and the effic iency would be zero. 

From 1. 3V to 1.8V, the output power is increased as the input power is increased. Cct 6 

with a smaller blocking capacitor has the overall best effici ency pe rformance among all 

the circuits. The o rig inal circuit wi thout any of the modifications tried here has the worst 

performance. 
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Fig 5.2: Measll red dra ill efficiell c.", as a jUll ctioll oj the slIpply vo ltage 

Supply Voltage 

l.2V 1.5V L.8V 

Cet 1 8.872324 21.26996 22.45562 

Cet 2 4.826281 28.78535 31.38336 

Cct 3 9.80628 28.63389 31.70506 

Cct 4 10.95986 25.47962 27.70673 

Cct 5 11.80449 23.48193 25.05988 

Cct 6 29.67629 36.23124 37.27694 

Table 5. 1: A SIIII1I1IW j' ojthe /II easured efficiell cy 
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Fig 5.3: Measured drain efficiency, as a f Ull ctioll of the varactor voltage 

Figure 5.3 shows the measured drain effic iency as a function of the varac tor 

voltage VAR, which was swept from - 1.8V to 1.2V, with VDD and VCU R biased at 

1.5V. W hen VAR is above 1 V, the effic iency saturates and becomes independent of V AR. 

For all the c ircui ts, peak effic iency occurs at a bias of V AR = -O.6V. 

F igure 5.4 shows the measured drain e fficiency as a functi on of the tail current 

source VCUR, which was swept from O.6V to 1.8V with VAR and VDD held at 1.5V. 

When VCUR is be low O. 6V, the tail current source M OSFET M5 is not turned on and the 

dra in effic iency is zero. 

Based on a ll these measurements, cct 6 has the best drain efficiency, fo llowed by 

cct 2, 3, 4 , and 5. T he original des ign, cct I , has the worst drain effic iency performance. 

Thi s illustrates the importance of the blocking capac itor to the efficiency of the circuit. 

The smaller blocking capacitor e", the higher effic iency is the c ircuit. 

Cct 2&3 d iffer from 4&5 in the varac tor des ign, cct 4&5 have a better Q varacto r. 

The bette r Q is rea lized by enlarging the metal interconnections between the multi fingers . 
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Therefore, extra resistance IS introduced to the varactor des ign. It causes the lower 

efficiency of the circuit design. 
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Fig 5.4: MeaslIred drain efficiency, as afllnction of the tail cu rrent vo ltage 

Figures 5.5- Fig 5.7 show the measured frequency as a function o f the suppl y 

voltage VDD, varactor vo ltage V AR, and tail current source VCUR. Table 5.2 

summari zes the measured frequency values as a function of VDD. 

In Figure 5 .5 , cct 1 is closest to the design frequency 2AGHz when VDD is below 

1.3V. At VDD=1.3V , cct 3,4&5 have the closest frequency. From lAV-1.8V , cct 6 is the 

closest. Overall , the entire suppl y voltage bias, cct 2, has the worst pe rformance. Cct 4&5 

have the largest tuning range O.15GHz, fo llowed by cct 1&3. Cct 2&6 have the minimum 

tuning range. 

In Figure 5.6, the data only shows the varactor voltage onl y biased from - 1.8V to 

O.9V. That is because above O.5V, the frequency shows very little changes. So it could be 

considered that the frequency is the same after V AR=O.5V. 
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For all three bias voltages, frequency drops as the increase of the suppl y voltage, 

and the tail current voltage . As the varactor voltage, there is a peak frequency that 

happens around VAR=-0. 6V fo r cct 2, 3, 4&5 . T he performance of cct 1&2 is different 

from other four circuits, that is, the peak frequency happens at lower voltage. 

Overall , cct 3, 4&5 are c loser to the des ign frequency at all bias voltages than 

other three circuits. In Figure 5.5 and F igure 5.7, cct 6 has the highest frequencies at 

lower voltage and cct 2 has the lowest frequencies at higher voltage. 

Care must be taken with the probe-pad contac t during frequency measurements. A 

significant source of error in measurement is the poor contac t between the probe tip and 

the I/O pads of the c ircuit. Our ex perimental se tup and procedure have been carefully 

controlled to yield reliable measurements. 
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Supply Voltage 

1.2V 1.5V 1.8V 

Cet 1 2.42208 2.33866 2.2898 

Cct 2 2.364225 2.30886 2.24594 

Cet 3 2.45644 2.37164 2.3266 

Cet 4 2.458667 2.3576 2.3027 

Cet 5 2.45292 2.3637 2.30786 

Cet 6 2.482267 2.402983 2.36283 

Table 5.2: A SIIIIIII/(/i ), of tfte lIIeasllred freque ll cy 
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5.3 Phase Noise Measurements 

In making the phase noise measurements, we no longer use the HP4145B 

Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer to provide the DC bias. Here a McMaster custom-

made dry battery box is used instead. The reason for thi s is to try to protect against noise 

generated from the Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer. All three voltage sources are 

biased at 1. 5V. Finally, data presented here are averages from multiple measurements on 

at least two indi vidual chips for each circuit. 

Figure 5.8 shows a comparison between the phase noise measurements of the six 

circuits and the cadence simulation results. T he cadence s imulation uses cet 1 to be 

considered as a reference. Clearly, the simulat ion simply does not predict the observed 

phase noise flu ctuations. For clarity, we have separately shown the measurement results 

fo r each of the differe nt c ircuits in Figures 5.9-5. 14. 
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Based on all the measurements that we have conducted, cct 4 has the least phase 

noi se fluctuations with cct 5 also showing some improvement. From the ci rcuit des ign, 

we know that cct 4 and 5 have the better Q varactor. From section 4.1.1, it is shown that 

Q of the varactor could affect overall Q of the circuit. The higher Q of the varactor, the 

higher is the overall Q. Therefore, we could conclude that Q factor has the largest 

influence on the phase noi se fluctuations. 

Between cct 4 and cct 5, the second circuit is not as favorable as compared to the 

first one. The only difference between these two designs is cct 5 has the DNW structure 

inductor. In our design, the DNW is formed by implanting a buried n-well under the 

inductor. From the test results , it is shown that the effect of the DNW will cancel out the 

effect of the better Q varactor and bring more fluctu ations. It is assumed that the 

introduction of DNW brings in the parasitic effects between DNW and other layers , like 

parasitic resistors and capacitors. These parasitic effects would worsen the phase noise 

performance. 

Among all other c ircuits, the cct 6 has the biggest phase noi se fluctuations. The 

following assumption could be made: the capacitor could also influence the ripples. The 

bigger the capac itor, the better the phase noise ripples. This assumption could be further 

proved by other three circu its: cct I, 4 and 5. Because cct 4&5 have the fil ter capacitor, 

the flu ctuations are all better than that of cct 1. Of all the design changes that we 

experimented with , it appears that the bias resistance value has the least sign ificance. 
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5.4 Summary 

This chapter presents measurement setup and test results of six fabricated YCO 

chips and a compari son study of these chips sharing the same topology that uses a 

differential CMOS cross-coupled negative gill architecture. The results in comparing DC 

and phase noise measurement lead to the conclusion that Q factor has the largest 

influence on phase noise fluctuation reduction . 
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Chapter 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

Phase noise is an important technical des ign parameter in many modern electronic 

systems and devices (s uch including radar, te lecommunications devices, e lectronic 

nav igation tools, e lectronic measurement equipment, etc.). This work presents the design , 

fabrication , and measurement of six low power 2.4-GHz LC-tuned YCO fabricated in a 

CMOS 0.18~m process. Phase noi se fluctuation is carefull y studied. Although the study 

of this phenomenon could be found in man y papers , methods for improving phase noi se 

performance is seldom touched upon. 

To better understand phase noi se fluctuations, the des ign parameters of LC-tuned 

YCO that improve phase noise performance are examined. Thus , possible parameters for 

improving the phase noi se ripp les between 10kHz and 100 kHz are identified. 
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The improvement of the inductor's Q factor can significantl y eliminate phase 

noi se ripples while decrease in the blocking capacitance in the tank could enlarge the 

ripples. 

In cct 5, we tried to determine whether a DNW could improve the quality factor 

of the inductor in order to improve the fluctuations, but the result is inconclusive. To 

further in vest igate the phase noise fluctuations of DNW, more c ircuits need to be 

designed, fabricated and measured. The effects of res istance also need to be further 

examined in future work with more design samples fabricated fo r measurement. In 

addit ion, more analys is needs to be made on the LC-tuned YCO to in vestigate phase 

noi se ripples. 
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